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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS

JANUARY 2, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Picture a crowd of children filling Angels Stadium in Anaheim three times over... that's the
number of kids in Orange County suffering from mental health symptoms right now. In
this show we're joined by Dr. Lorry Leigh Belhumeur, a licensed psychologist and the
CEO of Western Youth Services. Dr. Leigh Belhumeur shares how exposure to toxic stress
can impact brain development in children, 4 categories of "buffering" to build resilience,
and how to navigate the return to school and life activities as California reopens.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Racism Against Asian Americans: The past year has seen a surge in violence and hate
crimes against Asian American and Pacific Islander communities. President Joe Biden
has even addressed the issue after a white man went on a shooting spree at three
Atlanta-area spas. While authorities have repeated the suspected shooter’s claim that he
was not motivated by race, the shootings have still galvanized Asian American
communities across the nation. How did we get to this low point? And what can we do to
reverse discrimination against Asian Americans? Guests: Teresa Williams Leo ́n, Tiffany Do

JANUARY 9, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
In this episode, we’re looking at the fundamental human need for safety and security,
something we all hope to find at home. Unfortunately, many people do not have a safe
home environment. Maricela Rios-Faust from Human Options in Irvine and Mark Lee from
Women's Transitional Living Center in Fullerton join us for a practical conversation.
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On Point – 5:30 AM
COVID Women in Workforce: COVID has impacted women disproportionately in the
workforce causing a larger percentage of layoffs. This subject is explored further.

JANUARY 16, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Mechelle Lawrence Adams joins OC In Focus to share the history of Mission San Juan
Capistrano, St. Joseph’s Day and the Return of the Swallows, and how you can visit the
mission.

On Point – 5:30 AM
First Time Graduate in Family: Many high school students dream of being the first in their
families to earn a degree ... But according to the Post-secondary National Policy Institute
--first-generation students are less likely to complete their college degree in six years
than their peers whose parents went to college.

JANUARY 23, 2022
OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Filmmaking is an industry that requires coordination, long hours, and lots of teamwork,
what was it like to produce independent films outside the Hollywood ecosystem during
COVID quarantine? Indie filmmaker Randy Van Dyke and student filmmaker Cynthia
Nguyen join Karyn Bower and Mark Spinn to share their experiences.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Homelessness in LA: Los Angeles has struggled for years to help its homeless residents.
Despite voter-approved tax increases to combat the crisis, the number of homeless
individuals in L.A. County increased by 13 percent from the year before. So what will be
Los Angeles' next move in assisting homeless people? GUESTS: John Wheeler, Alejandra
Olguin, moderator Bryce Wayne, anchor Angela Gonzalez.
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JANUARY 30, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
This week we’re joined by Mara James, founder of the Extraordinary Lives Foundation for
a conversation on improving children's mental health and wellness, and supporting
families through healing journeys.

On Point – 5:30 AM
K-POP: Over the last decade, South Korean Pop music has gone mainstream around the
world... especially here in the United States. K-pop groups have millions of album sales
and streams in the United States alone. The music and its fans are starting to have an
impact on American society. GUESTS: Jasmine Leung, Jasmine Torres, Crystal Anderson,
Tiara Wilson. ANCHORS: Malik Patterson and Cynthia Puga.

FEBRUARY 6, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
The decommissioned San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) has been a fixture
on the Orange County coast since the 1960s. Today on OC In Focus, John Dobken joins
Karyn Bower and Mark Spinn to share the history of SONGS and the current status of the
demolition project.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Reopening CA Schools: One year into the COVID-19 pandemic, school campuses have
slowly begun to reopen. The governor’s office says 86% of California schools now offer
in-person or hybrid instruction. And many parents and educators say they are ready to
get children back to school. But what kinds of struggles with mental health, academics, or
social skills are students bringing back to campuses? GUESTS: Christian Perez, Jenny
Hontz, Greg Knotts. HOSTS: Justin Gonzalez & Elizabeth Campos
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FEBRUARY 13, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Ladies of the Film Industry Part 1. Karyn Bower and Alyssa Gervacio host part two of our
conversation on equity for women in filmmaking. This week we're joined by filmmaker
and actress Mona Ebrahim, and actress/singer Megan Malerie.

On Point – 5:30 AM
The Los Angeles City Council is considering legislation that will mandate residents to
show proof of vaccination in some public places. City officials are still finalizing the rules,
but if the council approves it, you’ll likely have to show your vaccine card when entering
indoor establishments like restaurants, gyms, theaters, and live events. L.A. County has
already enacted its own ordinance requiring proof of vaccination be shared at bars and
nightclubs. But will customers embrace these moves? And will the public health benefits
outweigh the potential difficulties of enforcing it? Guests: restaurant general manager
Brian Jacobs; Stuart Waldman, Valley Industry Commerce Association; labor attorney
Anthony Zaller; CSUN public health lecturer Christopher Rogers.

FEBRUARY 20, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Ladies of the Film Industry Part 2. Karyn Bower and Alyssa Gervacio host part two of our
conversation on equity for women in filmmaking. This week we're joined by filmmaker
and actress Mona Ebrahim, and actress/singer Megan Malerie.

On Point – 5:30 AM
On Point reports on the BLM protests from the summer and fall and their impacts to our
community.
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FEBRUARY 27, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
It's being called the "she-cession," millions more women than men have exited the
workforce during the pandemic. Employment numbers for women have fallen to levels
not seen since the 1980s. Mary Ann Profeta from Working Wardrobes joins us to explain
why the pandemic has had such a drastic impact on women in the workforce and what's
being done to get women back to work.

On Point – 5:30 AM
For many years — high school students have been stressing to achieve perfect scores on
their ACTs and SATs. Now some U.S. colleges and universities are no longer requiring
standardized testing for admissions. But without the SAT and ACT, how will colleges and
universities determine a requirement for students to be accepted into the schools? Will
these developments determine how and which students will be accepted in college?
Guests: Audrey Dow, Luis Osuna, Rob Franek, David Dufault-Hunter; Hosts: Gitanjali
Mahapatra, Tracy Mejia

MARCH 6, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
This week we're looking at connection and healing for veterans and military families. This
is a candid conversation about the struggles of veterans making the transition from
military life to civilian life and how they find hope and courage in community. Joining the
show are Doug Freeman, the mastermind of Operation Gig and the CEO of OC Music &
Dance, and Jimmy Perez who a participant and site manager during the first Operation
Gig cohort.

On Point – 5:30 AM
NFTs have made it possible to turn anything into sellable, tradeable tokens. Millions upon
millions of dollars are being spent to own a JPEG image file - a file image that could be of
anything, from a baseball card to a concert ticket to even a photo of a mural. But there
are so many unanswered questions about NFTs — from how easy is it for anyone to just
download the NFT image and claim it as their own, to possible money laundering, and
the question of isn’t this just getting the rich richer? Host: Sofie Bredahl, Daniel Sandoval
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MARCH 13, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM

MLB Lockout: Former Saddleback College student and current Colorado Rockies first
baseman Joshua Fuentes joins Karyn Bower and Dylan Luden on OC In Focus to discuss
the Major League Baseball lockout, MLB during COVID, and the journey from south
Orange County little league to the big leagues.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Street vendors are a huge part of Los Angeles vibrant food scene. California legalized
street vending in 2018. But many vendors struggle to keep up with the high costs of
buying and maintaining equipment they need to comply with health regulations. They
also face the risk of harassment. There are an estimated 10,000 vendors in LA County —
only 200 were able to receive a permit. Guests: Lyric Kelkar, Janette Villafana

MARCH 20, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
211 OC specializes in connecting Orange County residents with health and human
services, helping folks form safety plans for power shutoffs during wildfire season, hate
crime reporting, assisting formerly incarcerated individuals and their families during the
transition from custody to community, and more. Director of Community Programs, Amy
Arambulo joins Karyn Bower and Trevor Speetzen on OC In Focus.

On Point – 5:30 AM
The pandemic has changed how colleges and universities operate in drastic ways. Many
classes moved online, and many students re-examined their plans. According to the
National Student Clearing House Research Center, there’s been a 5.1% decrease in
enrollment at U.S. colleges over the last two years. One reason behind the drop: some
prospective or current students started to to ask, “Is college really worth it?”
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MARCH 27, 2022

OC In Focus – 5:00 AM
Kendra & David Rosales are dedicated to helping children in need experience joy and
focus on being a kid through BraveOnes. In this conversation we discover how the
combination of a meal and music spreads hope and love to families at CHOC, how to
support each other in times of crisis, and the power of small actions in our
neighborhoods.

On Point – 5:30 AM
Student leaders and advocates from California community colleges, Cal State
Universities, and UC schools speak about the future of financial aid for students in the
state. Guests: Sasha Perez, Campaign for College Opportunity; Michael Schouten, CSUN
Associated Students; Sona Tigranyan, College of the Canyons Student Government;
Mohamad Almouazzen, UC Riverside Associated Students
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